Background Because of antibiotic resistance problems and frequent inappropriate use of antimicrobial agents in hospitals, these drugs have often been the target of attempts to restrict their use.

Purpose To analyse the appropriateness of use of restricted-use antibiotics approved by the Drug and Therapeutics Committee (DTC).

Materials and Methods The study was conducted prospectively from October 2011 to February 2012 in our hospital.

We included all patients treated with restricted antibiotics. The data required for the clinical monitoring of patients were collected from the clinical history. The variables were: age of the patient and laboratory data, clinical service, justification of the indication and duration of treatment.

Results We included a total of 100 patients, of whom 39 were treated with ertapenem (39%), 7 with tigecycline (7%), 49 with linezolid (49%) and 5 with daptomycin (5%). The percentage of non-compliance, based on criteria for use approved by the DTC, was 14%.

In analysing the results for Services we found that 90% of prescriptions that conformed to the approved DTC indications were prescribed by General Surgery, 81.8% by Internal Medicine, 55% by Infectious Diseases, 85% by Traumatology, 71.4% by Cardiovascular Surgery, 66% by Pulmonology, 50% by Urology and 100% by other services. The suitability was 92.3% for ertapenem, 85.71% for tigecycline, 83.67% for linezolid and 60% for daptomycin. The average duration of treatment was 4.5 days for ertapenem, 12.5 days for linezolid, 11 days for tigecycline and 18 days for daptomycin.

Conclusions

1. The appropriateness of use of restricted antibiotics as approved by the DTC, although acceptable, could be improved.
2. An antibiotic control programme between the Pharmacy and Infectious Diseases could improve the quality of patient care.
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Conclusions The Recommendation is a reference for health professionals involved in handling anticancer drugs, providing information about the patient’s objectives and expected benefits from treatment. The document provides guidance aimed at preventing errors that can occur during anticancer drug treatment and includes recommendations encouraging the promotion of clinical governance. A verification of this Recommendation is expected soon. Many experts gave their suggestions to facilitate its implementation.
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Background Aging of the Spanish population increases the elderly patient consensus and demand for health care in hospitals. Elderly patients have particular characteristics that increase the risk of medication errors.

Purpose To establish a programme that involved medicines reconciliation and adapted drug information for elderly patients with polypharmacy at discharge. Several electronic resources were used in order to promote continuity of care and adherence to pharmacotherapy.

Materials and Methods Geriatricians selected patients according to three criteria: more than 70 years old, at least five medicines at discharge and some difficulty understanding them. Doctors electronically requested the Pharmacy Department to complete the developed ‘Medication Information Form at Discharge’. A pharmacist reviewed the treatment prescribed at discharge and reconciled it with the patient’s medicines during hospitalisation via electronic records. The pharmacist resolved discrepancies found with the physician. A visually appealing and understandable form was submitted electronically to be given to the patient.

Results From April 2011 to March 2012, this service was performed for 57 patients. Most of them were women (77.2%) with a mean age of 88.5 (SD 6.2) years old. 555 Drugs were reported (9.7 drugs/patient) and 696 were reconciled (12.2 drugs/patient). 143 discrepancies were found (2.5 discrepancies/patient): 135 of them were justified (94.4%) and the other 8 were medicines errors (0.014%).

Conclusions Information technology enables pharmacists to undertake this work: improving communication between professionals, inserting the ‘Medication Information Form at Discharge’ into clinical documentation, enabling medicines reconciliation and adapting the information sheet to the geriatric population. This practice provides reconciliation of medicines that have been prescribed before, during and after hospitalisation. In summary, it is necessary to achieve adequate therapeutic adherence and to avoid administration errors, which may have consequences on patient health and increased costs.
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